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Managed LSA Partner (Top 1%)

CRYSTAL HORTON

Google Business Profile Product Expert

Local Services Ads Google Partner

LSA Mastermind
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What are we covering today?
× 1 New LSA Account in the Lawn Care Industry
× 1 New LSA Account that competes with itself in Plumbing
× 1 Existing Personal Injury LSA Account in a Saturated Area
× 1 Existing Plumbing Account Existing LSA in a saturated area
× 1 HVAC New LSA Account
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If you see this….   …we are busting a myth.

If you see this…  …there is some unique knowledge being dropped!
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Hero 1: New 
LSA Account 
in the Lawn 
Care Industry



Hero 1: New LSA Account in the Lawn Care Industry
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× Looking to try something new, with a goal to decrease PPC ad spend
× After passing a background check, leads started to flow
× All calls were missed in the beginning

MYTH - Calls going to voicemail will hurt your rankings.

If voicemail picks up a call in four seconds or less and asks for an address, 
phone number, name and service type this IS counted as a actual call 
counting towards MRR.
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What we did
× Added service areas: started with counties, then cities, and then zip 

codes. Also excluded areas.
× Set the budget to $40K
× Set job types: they wanted 3 of 9 (usually means less leads)
× Started with 429 Google Reviews
× Added photos



47 leads to start
During the four weeks of optimization

115 leads
The month after that…in a seasonal decrease WOW!!

106 leads
The following month
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Myth #1
The budget of your LSA campaign doesn’t make a difference.
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knowledge

Set a realistic budget or be skipped over by LSA!
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knowledge

Did you know that if you have a budget of more than $5,000 a 
month, you are likely to see more success with your LSA 
campaign?
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Myth #2
The age of your LSA account matters and determines how 
effective your campaign will be.
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knowledge

While the problem of accounts created before 2019 not being 
favored is an issue, the solution is to create a NEW account!
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Hero 2: LSA 
Account that 
competes 
with itself in 
Plumbing



Hero 2: LSA Account that competes with itself in Plumbing
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× Had three active locations before adding this one
× Added same service areas as the other three
× Got 5 LSA reviews to start

What is not normal here?

× Cities overlap, and the results are opposite of what LSA states.
× VERY rare case - this is not normal.
× All four profiles display to this very day in multiple cities.



knowledge

Did you know that you need to get 5 LSA/GBP reviews to start?
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knowledge

Cities overlap, and the results are opposite of what LSA states.

VERY RARE!!!!! DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME!!!!!!
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21 leads to start
During the four weeks of optimization

73 leads
The month after that…amazing!

65 leads
The following month
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Hero 3: 
Existing 
Personal 
Injury LSA 
Account in 
Saturated 
Area



Hero 3: Existing Personal Injury LSA Account in Saturated Area
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× Profile had been active for six months prior to transferring to us
× Changed name to DBA
× Added a sub category
× Reviews count increased
× Star rating increased
× Lead Management marked leads as booked
× Budget increase
× Added 26 lawyers to the profile
× Removed overlapping cities from other accounts and separated each LSA 

account by counties



20 leads per week
During the six weeks of optimization

315 leads
The month after that…amazing!

95 leads
The following month
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knowledge

Did you know that if disputing a lead is denied, it will lower the 
ranking? – If you took the business.
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knowledge

Did you know that any time you do a service area update, it takes 
LSA a week to reset and adapt?
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Hero 4: 
Existing 
Plumbing 
Account 
Existing LSA 
in a 
saturated 
area



Hero 4: Existing Plumbing Account Existing LSA in a saturated area
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× Saturated area
× Profile had been active for several years before transferring to us
× The owner was fearful of losing their top three placement
× Competitive review count amongst competitors
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What we did
× Increased Budget
× Increased Review Count 
× Increased star rating
× Added photos 
× Changed the way leads were being marked - rather than archiving leads, we 

marked the leads that were booked
× Standard Optimization



71 leads per week
When they came to us

518 leads
The month after that…amazing!

369 leads
The following month, during optimization
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knowledge

Once a bidding budget is updated, it takes 24 hours for a change.
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knowledge

After 72 hours, robo calls come in. Call them back and leads will start to 
increase. (Story about robocalls)
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knowledge

A week later, you will see more leads one day, less the next. Don’t 
panic! This is Google testing you.
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knowledge

The following week, the budget is accepted by google and that's 
when you’ll notice consistent ranking.
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knowledge

Did you know that with reviews in general, LSAs check review 
count and then star rating?
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knowledge

Did you know that with reviews there is no difference in GBP and 
LSA ranking benefits from each review?
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Hero 5: 
Suspended
LSA Account
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What we did
× LSA suspensions are handled by the Google Ads department.
× Account was suspended because the credit card expired.
× Despite having admin access for billing, updating the details was blocked.
× Called LSA for assistance, they sent us to billing (and vice versa), resulting in 

being stuck in an endless loop.
× Contacted Google Ads billing and received access to billing. Updated the account 

and it was reinstated.
× We optimized the profile.
× Woo hoo! Calls started to funnel in again.



0 leads per week
When they came to us

174 leads
The month after that…YAY!

149 leads
The following month, after reinstated
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Hero 5: 
HVAC



Hero 5: New HVAC LSA Account
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× Created the account
× No PPC Google Ads
× Google Business Reviews and star rating was 4.8
× Verified account in four weeks



0 leads per week
When they came to us,,, It’s a new account!!!

257 leads = 594% increase
The month after that…WooHoo!

37 leads
The following month after starting
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knowledge

New accounts are favored for a little bit.
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knowledge

Google tests things for two weeks with a new account and 
ranks you accordingly (e.g. - how do you answer the phone).
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knowledge

When a budget is close to being reached, Google purposely 
decreases ranking to not go over budget.
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Recapping the 
knowledge bombs

We dropped a lot of knowledge today, so let’s 
review all of the bombs in one handy place.
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Knowledge Bombs
Voicemail/MRR
If voicemail picks up a call in four 
seconds or less and asks for an 
address, phone number, name and 
service type this IS counted as a 
actual call counting towards MRR.

Old Accounts
Accounts created before 2019 are no 
longer favored, so create a new 
account if you are no longer getting 
the leads you’re looking for.

Service Area
In rare circumstances, the same 
service areas listed on all accounts 
where cities are overlapping and we 
see the opposite of what LSA says.

NOTE: test at your own risk!

 
Lead Dispute
If disputing a lead is denied, it will 
lower the ranking.

You cannot reply to a denial, but can 
call to ask them to listen.

Name
The business name is a ranking factor 
- changed name to DBA (doing 
business as).

Service Update
Updates to the service area of the 
business take about a week to reset 
and adapt.
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Knowledge Bombs (continued)
Budget (1)
It take 24 hours for a change in the 
bidding budget to take effect. After 72 
hours, robo calls come in. Call them 
back and leads will start to increase. 
Lead volume will vary.

Reviews
With reviews in general, LSAs check 
review count and then star rating. 
There is no difference in GBP and LSA 
ranking benefits from each review.

New Accounts
New accounts are favored for a short 
period of time.

 

Two Week Test
Google tests things for two weeks 
with a new account and ranks you 
accordingly (e.g. - how do you answer 
the phone).

Budget Nanny
When a budget is close to being 
reached, Google purposely decreases 
ranking to not go over budget.
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Budget (2)
Did you know that if you have a 
budget of more than $5,000 a month, 
you are likely to see more success 
with your LSA campaign?



THANKS!
Have any questions?

Feel free to hit us up on Twitter 

Ben - @thesocialdude

Crystal - @iamcrystalhorton

or head to our website (www.steadydemand.com). 45


